Example – Extension of a Leave of Absence

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
REGENTS COMMUNICATION

ACTION REQUEST: Extension of Leave for a Faculty Member

NAME: Jane A. Doe

CURRENT TITLES: Assistant Professor of History, and Assistant Professor of Afroamerican and African Studies, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

TYPE OF LEAVE: Scholarly Activity

DATES OF CURRENT LEAVE: September 1, 2017 through May 31, 2018

TIME EXTENSION REQUESTED: September 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018

It is recommended that Jane A. Doe be granted an extension of a scholarly activity leave of absence, effective September 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018.

Professor Doe was awarded a Michigan Faculty Fellowship by the Institute for the Humanities in academic year 2017-2018. During that time, however, she was engaged in a number of activities that took time away from her scholarship. She served as a co-director of the Bi-/Multi-/Trans-Racial Project in the Penny W. Stamps School of Art and Design. She was also a co-principal investigator on the Law in Slavery and Freedom Project, an interdisciplinary collaboration with international scholars. She was especially involved in mounting a web-based forum through which the scholars could communicate and share their work. This leave will allow Professor Doe to continue the momentum on her book that she gained at the Institute for the Humanities.

We request approval of this extension of a scholarly activity leave of absence for Professor Jane A. Doe.

RECOMMENDED BY: Martin A. Philbert
RECOMMENDATION ENDORSED BY:

Andrew D. Martin, Dean
Professor of Political Science and Statistics
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

Martin A. Philbert
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

February 2018